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ABSTRACT 
High-rigidity cosmic ray anisotropy of solar origin is interpreted In 

terms of regular particle motion - without diffusion being involved - in the 
large-scale interplanetary magnetic field /IMF/. Anisotropy appears as a re
sult of the wavy shape of the neutral sheet separating the IMF regions of al
ternative polarities. Energy losses suffered by particles along various tra
jectories are computed to obtain the solar and sidereal daily waves expected. 
It is suggested that long term variations in the spectrum of corotation can 
be ascribed to variations in the wave height of the neutral sheet during a 
solar cycle. The change of the solar diurnal vector as observed to take place 
in 1969 is accounted for. Also discussed are the semidiurnal and the polarity 
dependent sidereal waves as well as the radial density gradient predicted. 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

Анизотропия солнечного происхождения космических лучей, наблюдаемая при 
высоких энергиях, объясняется без предположения диффузии на основе регуляр
ного движения частиц в межпланетном магнитном поле. Анизотропия появляется 
как результат волнообразной структуры нейтрального слоя, разделяющего облас
ти различных магнитных полярностей. На основе потери энергии вдоль разных 
траекторий частиц даптся суточные и эвездносуточные вариации интенсивности. 
Предполагается, что вариация спектра коротации возникает и з - з а вариации вы
соты волны нейтрального слоя в течение солнечного цикла. Объясняется изменение 
солнечного вектора, обнаруженное в 1969 г . Обсуждаются полусуточные и звездно-
суточные вариации, а также и радиальный градиент плотности космических лучей. 

KIVONAT 
A nagy energián észlelhetS szoláris eredete kozmikus sugárzási anizotró

piát a bolygóközi mágneses térben végbemenő reguláris mozgás alapján értelmez
zük; diffúziót nem kell feltételeznünk. Az anizotrópiát az okozza, hogy a boly
góközi tér különböző mágneses polaritásu tartományait elválasztó felület hul
lámos, nem esik egybe a Nap egyenlítői síkjával. A numerikus utón kapott ré-
szecskepályák mentén létrejövő energiaveszteségek alapján meghatározzuk a vár
ható napi és csillagnapi intenzitáshullámokat. Felvetjük annak lehetőségét, 
hogy az együttforgás spektrumának változását az okozza, hogy a hullámos határ
felület "hullám-magassága" változik a napciklus folyamán. Magyarázatot adunk a 
napi vektor 1969-ben éezlelt megváltozására is. Foglalkozunk a félnapos és a 
polarltásfüggő celllagnapl hullámokkal, valamint a radiális sürttséggradienssei. 



1. INTRODUCTION 
Amongst the beet measured quantities of high-energy solar 

modulation are the various daily waves of cosmic ray intensity. 
At low energies» the anisotropy responsible for the daily varia
tions is successfully described aa a result of convection and 
diffusion acting simultaneously. The diffusional picture is, how
ever, likely to break down at higher rigidities where the gyrora-
dlus is becoming large. One may set - somewhat arbitrarily - 50 
GV as a reasonable limit beyond which regular particle motion 
predominates thus the diffusional approach is not justified. 

The polarity dependent sidereal variation demonstrates most 
spectacularly that solar effects must extend up to hundreds of 
GVs /Swinson 1970, 1976; Humble & Fenton 1977; Mori et al 1976/. 
It is the purpose of this paper to study the anisotropy introduc
ed by the large-scale electric and magnetic fields in the inter
planetary space. Being interested in solar induced anisotropies 
we assume isotropic galactic distribution outside the solar sys
tem. The approach we follow relies upon the Liouville theorem and 
consists in considering energy loss along various trajectories to 
obtain the anisotropy /Kóta 1976/* The method is described in 
more detail in another work /Erdős & Kóta 1979, referred to as 
Paper Z in what follows/. In Paper I, we showed that essentially 
all the main features of the cosmic ray anisotropy of solar ori
gin observed at high rigidities /underground telescopes/ may be 
explained in terms of regular motion. The present work is devoted 
to the more detailed' study of the spectrum of variations in the 
50-200 GV region. 
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2. THE IMF MODEL 

A magnetic field of classical rarked-spiral configuration 
was adopted. In accordance with present models /Svalgaard & Wil
cox 1976} Smith et al 1978/, a warped neutral sheet was assumed 
to separate the two hemispheres of opposite magnetic polarities. 
The wavy shape of the neutral sheet was described as 

sinO - 81п90сов|(ф+г/а) /1/ 

where G and ф stand for heliographic latitude and longitude, re
spectively; r is the radial distance from the Sun; a » 1 AU. The 
argument of the cosine refers to the footpoint of the field line 
where it connects the Sun. 0 o characterizes the wave-height of 
the neutral sheet while n is the number of sectors to be seen in 
the helioequatorial pláne. The field was assumed to point outward 
everywhere north of the neutral sheet and inward south of this 
sheet for the post-1969 epoch. The reverse field was used for 
the pre-1969 epoch. 

r 

It is a matter of subtlety how the IMF terminates. For the 
sake of simplifying mathematics, we reconnected the field lines 
of opposite polarities at 20 AU heliocentric distance, within a 
narrow shell assumed to represent the boundary of the extended 
helio-magnetosphere. 

The electric field was adjusted to satisfy Maxwell's equa
tion. It should be emphasized that choosing the neutral sheet to 
coincide with the helioequatorial plane would result in no aniso-
tropy at all. The magnetic field would be stationary i.e. the e-
lectric field would be conservative in this case. It follows from 
the Liouville theorem that potential field does not produce any 
anisotropy whatsoever /Gleeson 1969/. In our model the anisotro
py is entirely due to the wavy shape of the neutral sheet. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Particle trajectories and energy losses were calculated for 
positively charged particles i.e. negative antiparticles were re
leased in various directions from the Earth. Both the pre- and 
post-1969 field configurations were considered. The IMF model 
outlined above was used with n=4 /four sectors/ and with both 
Go«20O and 0O=1O°. 

Each of the solar and sidereal daily harmonics obtained is 
based on 72 computed trajectories: the Earth is placed bimonthly 
on its orbit and viewing directions are placed in bihourly steps. 
The 7.5° inclination of the solar rotational axis w.r.t. the e-
cliptic plane was disregarded. TO put in other words: our study 
is restricted to the helioequatorial plane. The results to be re
ported on in what follows refer to equatorial direction of scan 
and to the geometrical centre of the magnetic sector the Earth is 
in. 

Now, we turn to the discussion of the various harmonics. 
Solar daily variation. In Fig. 1. depicted are the amplitudes and 
phases of the equatorial solar daily wave as obtained for both 
the pre- and post-1969 epochs, for 0O«2O° and 0O=- 10°. Though be
ing subject to some fluctuations, our results exhibit a very de
finite pattern which we regard as reassuring in indicating the 
reliability of the calculations. Inspection of Fig. 1. shows that 
corotation - instead of a sharp cut off - ceases more or less 
gradually in the 50 - 200 GV range. /See page 4./ 

Two remarkable features of the results shown in Fig. 1. de
serve special attention. 

The change of the solar daily wave observed to take place in 
1969 in connection with the reversal of IMF is accounted for. The 
presence of a 22-year wave in the solar daily variation suggested 
by Thambyahpillal & Elliot /1953/ and Forbush /1973/ has been con
firmed by several works /Duggal & Pomerantz 1975; Daviее £Tham-
byahplllai 1977/, pointing out that the solar daily vector de-
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creased in 1969 while i t s phase moved toward earl ier hours. 

SOLAR 1ST 
j i i i i | i i i i ц и ц i i—I—l | | i | 11 i i | " " | 

Figure 1. 

Amplitude в and phaeee of the eolar daily 
wave ae obtained for equatorial direction 
of всап, for both the pre- and poet-1969 
epoche, and wave heights, &0 : 20° and 10° 

Our model calculations are in convincing agreement with these 
findinga. For the pre-1969 epoch, corotation turns out to be per
fect at 50 GV while decreases toward higher rigidities. For the 
post-1969 epoch, on the other hand, a persistent *vl5 hr of phase 
is found in the whole range considered. This is compatible with 
the results of Mori et al /1975/. 

It seems plausible that the rigidity spectrum of corotation 
has something to do with the wave-height of the neutral sheet 
/OQI- One would certainly expect that the smaller 0 O is the soon
er corotation ceases. Taken as an extreme case, 0 O » 0 would give 
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rise to no anisotropy at all. The calculations we made confirmed 
this expectation: solar anisotropies were, in general, larger for 
0 ш 20° than they were for QQ = 10°. Encuoraged by this result, 
we suggest that, at high rigidities, the wave-height of the neu
tral sheet is the dominant parameter in determining the spectrum 
of corotation. We find this possibility particularly attractive 
since, by contrast with the solar wind velocity and the strenght 
of IMF, 9_ is known to be correlated with the solar activity, о 

Semidiurnal variation. Fig. 2. shows the calculated phases and 
amplitudes of the semidiurnal variations predicted for the pre-
and post-1969 epochs, and for wave-heights 20° and 10°, respecti
vely. The results obtained are compatible with the experimentally 
established t>3 hr of phase. Again, the phase seems to shift to 
slightly earlier hours in 1969 w.r.t. that before 1969. The rigi
dity spectrum of the amplitude turns out to be similar to that 

ff for the solar daily variation. The semidiurnal amplitude seems to 
decrease in 1969 in connection with the polarity reversal of the 
IMF. SOLAR 2ND 
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Figure 2. 
Amplitude $ and phase в of the semidiurnal wave в obtained 
for equatorial direction of eoan for the pre- and poet-

"1969 epochs 
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Sidereal variation. The phase of the polarity dependent sidereal 
wave turned out, in agreement with experimental resu l t s , to be 
close t o б hr in the posit ive /outward polar i ty / , and to 16 hr in 
the negative /inward/ magnetic sectors . The amplitudes obtained 
are displayed in Fig, 3. Sidereal vectors in the two different 
sectors should be the exact opposites of each other i f , and only 
i f , the asymptotic direction of observation i s equatorial /Paper 
I / . Thus Fig, 3. refers to both sectors at the same time. Inspec
tion of Fig. 3» shows that sidereal wave decreases with increas
ing r i g i d i t i e s considerably slower than solar waves do. Above 
100-150 GV sidereal wave i s to dominate the solar one. 

SDEREAL AMPLITUDE 
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Figure !, 
The rigidity epeotrum of the eidereal wave 
ae obtained for equatorial direction of eaan 

Radial gradient. The model outlined here involves a radial densi
ty gradient, too . To determine t h i s , we repeated the calculations 
for r i g i d i t i e s 50 and 100 GV with the difference that antiparti -
c l e s were released from heliocentric distences 0.5 and 2.0 AU. 
Then, by considering the energy loss averaged over direct ions, 
the radial density gradient, G, was evaluated. The radial gradi
ents thus obtained are l i s t e d in Table 1. I t may be worth mention
ing that ö 0 « 0 would predict zero gradient in the helioequatorial 
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plane. There are general trends to be noticed in the gradients. 
Firstly, e o - 10° gives smaller gradient than QQ - 20° does. 
Secondly, the gradients deduced for the post-1969 epoch are only 
fractions of those obtained for the pre-1969 epoch. 

Radial density gradient at high rigidities is not within 
reach of the direct measurements on space probes. The widely used 
method of estimating the density gradient is based upon 

Pre-1969 Post« -1969 
e o G G' G G' 

10° 
20° 

0.48 
0.68 

2.3 
2.5 

0.058 
0.13 

О.ЗЗ 
1.26 

£ 0.11 
0.14 

0.61 
0.78 

Table 1. 

0.017 
0.042 

0.28 
0.46 

50 GV 

100 GV 

Radial gradients in unite of % AV'1 ae obtained 
in direct way /G/, and ae inferred from the eide

real amplitude в /G* / 

the diffusion picture, exploiting the B x f N streaming. Table 1. 
also shows the radial gradients inferred this way from the aide-
real amplitudes obtained earlier. These /G' in Table 1,1 turn out 
several times larger than those obtained from direct calculation 
/G/. Swinson 1191b I pointed out that the sidereal waves observed 
at high rigidities would require too large radial gradients if 
diffusional approach is maintained. Our results suggest that ap
plying the relationships of diffusion theory may lead to consi
derably overestimating the radial gradient. 

4. CONCLUSION * 

We suggest that diffusion-picture breaks down at high rigi
dities. Instead, regular motion in the large-scale IMF should be 
considered. Anisotropics may be attributed to the wavy neutral 
sheet separating the two hemispheres of different magnetic polar
ities as well as may the radial density gradient. The warped 
shape of the neutral sheet is indispensible to obtain anisotropy 
whatsoever, its wave-height seems to be the most important para-
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meter of high energy cosmic ray modulation. 
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